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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
we have recently presented a generic methodology to deal with the mechanics of beams and
shafts with cracks. By considering an appropriate expression of the system elastic energy, the
procedure of identification of the crack breathing mechanism becomes simple and
comprehensive. The 3D computations indispensable to the identification process are
significantly reduced when the system energy properties are exploited. An adimensional
function is identified giving a fine and precise description of the system flexibility evolution
when the crack breathes. This breathing function is exclusively inherent to the crack geometry
and completely independent of the model parameters. Hence, the approach is universal and
could be applied straightforward to similar problems. Moreover, we gave an nonlinear fitting
formula of the identified function that all the process of identification could be skipped when
a cracked transverse section is to be inserted in a beam-like model of a cracked shaft. This
standard and generic methodology is completed by a detailed description of the technique of
construction of a cracked beam finite element (CBFE). A validation of the approach in
quasistatic is given for a cantilever beam with one, then two cracked transverse sections.
This generic approach will be used to explore the nonlinear dynamics of a multi-cracked shaft
and to develop a methodology for early crack detection based on the analysis of the
vibrational behavior of the shaft.
Required background of the student: mechanics, physics, applied mathematics
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